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Flex Mobile in ActionManning Publications, 2012


	It has been almost two years now since Adobe started releasing super-secret early betas

	of their mobile AIR runtimes and Flex framework. During that time, only a select few

	were kicking the tires and seeing what was possible while waiting for more phones to

	successfully run Android 2.2 and the iPhone packager to be completed.
...
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Mac OS X for Unix Geeks (Leopard)O'Reilly, 2008

	Once upon a time, Unix came with only a few standard utilities. If you were lucky, it included a C compiler. When setting up a new Unix system, you’d have to crawl the Net looking for important software: Perl, gcc, bison, flex, less, Emacs, and other utilities and languages. That was a lot of software to download through a 28.8-Kbps...
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Development with the Force.com Platform: Building Business Applications in the Cloud (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Build Powerful, Scalable, Cloud-Based Enterprise Solutions Fast with the Newest Version of Force.com


	 


	Using Force.com, you can build enterprise applications with world-class value, scalability, and reliability--and do it in days or weeks, not months...
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Flex on JavaManning Publications, 2010

	
		Unlike many Flex books that presume readers want to develop applications from scratch, Flex on Java is for developers in the real world-where Flex is one more technology being added to existing systems developed in Java, and where integration is the key indicator of success.

	
		Written for Java developers beginning...
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AdvancED Flex 3Friends of Ed, 2008
Whether you're a Flex 3 beginner or intermediate user, this book provides the necessary information to help you develop into an expert. Using a practical hands-on approach, it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).
The book is divided into three parts. The first part discusses...
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Rich Internet Applications with Adobe Flex & Java (Secrets of the Masters)SYS-CON Books, 2007
At the beginning of the decade Macromedia coined the term rich Internet application (RIA) to describe the future of applications. An RIA is a Web experience that’s engaging, interactive, lightweight, and flexible. RIAs offer the flexibility and ease of use of an intelligent desktop application and add the broad reach of traditional Web...
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Adobe AIR 1.5 Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for Rich Internet Application DevelopersAdobe Developer Library, 2008

	
		Since coming to Adobe, I’ve spent a great deal of time supporting the release of Adobe AIR. To help developers get up to speed on the new technology, the On AIR Bus Tour visited 18 cities across the United States and a similar AIR tour crisscrossed Europe. Over the course of those many miles and months, we...
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Flex 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Flex your development muscles with this hefty guide
    Write programs using familiar workflows, deliver rich applications for Web or desktop, and integrate with a variety of application servers using ColdFusion, PHP, and others-all with the new Flex Builder 3 toolkit and the comprehensive tutorials in this packed reference....
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Beginning Flash, Flex, and AIR Development for Mobile DevicesWrox Press, 2011


	THERE’S A GREAT DEMAND TODAY for mobile content and applications. Many of the leading device

	manufacturers and platforms are supporting Adobe Flash Player, and since many of them are also

	integrating Adobe AIR directly into the mobile device’s OS, there has never been a better time for

	getting to know how to author...
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Adobe Flex 4.5 Fundamentals: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2011

	Macromedia introduced Flex in 2004 so that developers could write web applications for the
	nearly ubiquitous Flash platform. These applications benefited from the improved design,
	usability, and portability that Flex made possible, dramatically changing the user experience.
	These features are a cornerstone of Web 2.0, a new generation...
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Practical Android Projects (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2011

	Take a practical approach to becoming a leading-edge Android developer, learning by example while combining the many technologies needed to create a successful, up-to-date web app.

	 

	Practical Android Projects introduces the Android software development kit and development tools of the trade, and then...
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Flash CS6: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2012

	
	
		Flash’s evolution is unique, even for the fast-changing computer software world.
	
		First released in 1996 under the name FutureSplash, it was a tool for creating
	
		web-based animations. It’s still the go-to application for that job; however,
	
		along the way it’s acquired new capabilities. Today, Flash...
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